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As a business owner, engaging an investment banker is one of the first steps you'll take on the road to an M&A transaction or capital raise. A recent study (http://www.axial.net/forum/2-ways-investment-bankers-add-value-ma) found that investment bankers added value for 100% of sellers. But even if you know engaging a banker is a good idea, navigating the world of investment banking fees can be difficult. However, an increased purchase price can make the fee of partnering with an investment bank more than worth it. As the study notes, "Final transaction fees vary widely from firm to firm but are typically based on the size of the transaction and the services provided. Retainer fees paid by the client are sometimes deducted from the final transaction fee that is paid at closing."

According to the report, in a full auction process, fees likely fall into these ranges:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sale Price</th>
<th>Transaction Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$10MM</td>
<td>3-5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50MM</td>
<td>2-3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100MM</td>
<td>1-1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$250MM</td>
<td>.75 - 1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What should sellers know about investment banking fees when approaching a transaction? We asked four bankers to weigh in:

“While very important, investment banking fees should be the last criteria in selecting an advisor. Difficult and subjective though it may be, your initial focus should be on evaluating what specific – and differentiating – strategies, experience, and characteristics the firm brings to the project that will generate premiums above that which you could realize on your own. In the end, it’s the net-premium (net of banker fees) that should be the determining factor.”


“A seller should make sure that the fee structure properly aligns incentives with the investment bank (IB) they are partnering with. Properly aligned incentives will typically help garner an increased valuation in the market. The upfront work required for IBs in the pre-marketing stages is significant and in most instances, a one-time or even monthly retainer payments do not adequately cover the amount of work effort involved from start to finish. Depending on the transaction, we will sometimes offset our retainer payment(s) against our success fee to further align our interests with a sell-side client.”

– Michael Lamm, Corporate Advisory Solutions, LLC (https://network.axial.net/company/corporate-advisory-solutions-llc)

“Ensure the fee structure and the incentives for the advisor are aligned with what you, the client, want to accomplish. For example, if you are selling your Company, your goal is to negotiate the highest price possible. M&A advisors typically receive a portion of the total sale proceeds as their fee, and having a tiered fee structure (with the advisors receiving a higher portion of the transaction as sale proceeds move above a certain threshold) encourages advisors to work harder to receive the best price for their client.”

– Josh Beck, Ravinia Capital (https://network.axial.net/company/ravinia-capital)
“A bank should be willing to work with the business owner to make the payment structure and schedule flexible. It could be anything from a monthly retainer, to a sign-on fee, to a success fee based on the valuation or timeline. No matter what, conversations about fee structures should center around how the bank intends to earn payment for the work they do on the deal. Because of that, business owners should expect that the person negotiating the fee be directly involved with executing on the deal.”

– Tony Giordano, BKD Corporate Finance (https://network.axial.net/company/bkd-corporate-finance1)
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During negotiations in an M&A deal, buyers and sellers look closely at several factors in order to agree on a price that properly captures a company’s value. One of the closely examined metrics in this process is EBITDA, which stands for earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization. EBITDA is used as a way...
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